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ABSTRACT

the world than personal computers [22], each containing a
limited store of energy between charges that must be used
efficiently. The energy required to run large server clusters
has grown considerably in the last decade, estimated to be
between 1.1% to 1.5% of global electricity consumption in
2010 [26], putting strain on energy suppliers and the budgets
of those responsible for purchasing this energy [7]. The total
ICT infrastructure generated 1.9% of global CO2 emissions
in 2011 [5] (larger than the entire United Kingdom estimated
at 1.47% for the 2010-2014 period [42]) indicating that computer science has a role to play in mitigating climate change.
Thus we believe it important that software engineers find
ways of programming computers with energy efficiency in
mind to appease the demands from consumers for longer
battery life, from companies to reduce their energy bills,
and from society’s desire to minimise humanity’s impact on
the environment.
One of the largest hurdles in producing energy-efficient
software is the developer’s disconnect between the source
code they write and the energy that will be consumed from
the compiled product they deliver [33]. Without a deep understanding of how a particular compiler works, along with
an equally deep understanding of how much energy a given
instruction will consume, the problem remains difficult for
many developers. It has been found that metrics previously
believed to guide developers to more energy efficient solutions are, in reality, poor at doing so [38]. Subtle changes,
such as introducing inline methods [41], swapping API implementations [33], and constructing semantically equivalent
(but structurally inequivalent) algorithms [8] have all been
shown to influence energy consumption. However this influence is difficult to determine outside of the ad hoc and inefficient process of trial-and-error. Tools have been developed
to guide users to energy-inefficient areas of their software [2,
11, 30, 19] though the developer retains responsibility for
rectifying these inefficiencies.
We suggest that the most under explored method of decreasing software’s energy consumption lies in automated
processes. Such processes would allow developers to focus
solely on meeting the specification requirements with worries about non-functional attributes like energy consumption
left to an algorithm capable of refactoring software to a more
optimal state.
Genetic Improvement (GI) [20, 25, 27, 28, 29, 36, 37, 45,
44] is a Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) technique [21] which treats program code as if it were genetic
material that can then be evolved to produce optimised solutions. GI has previously been found effective at optimis-

Genetic Improvement (GI) is an area of Search Based Software Engineering which seeks to improve software’s nonfunctional properties by treating program code as if it were
genetic material which is then evolved to produce more optimal solutions. Hitherto, the majority of focus has been
on optimising program’s execution time which, though important, is only one of many non-functional targets. The
growth in mobile computing, cloud computing infrastructure, and ecological concerns are forcing developers to focus on the energy their software consumes. We report on
investigations into using GI to automatically find more energy efficient versions of the MiniSAT Boolean satisfiability
solver when specialising for three downstream applications.
Our results find that GI can successfully be used to reduce
energy consumption by up to 25%.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Less than a decade ago the quality of software (outside of
end-user design preferences) could broadly be described as
the extent to which software met its specification while minimising the prevalence of bugs and usage of traditional computer resources such as CPU time and memory allocation.
The growth in two new technologies, mobile computing devices and cloud services, has led to a new environment for
software engineers where they must now consider the energy an application consumes; the quality of software is
now measured in Joules, as well as bug counts, seconds,
and megabytes. At present there are more smartphones in
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ing software’s execution time [20, 28, 37, 44] and similar
genetic techniques have been shown effective at reducing energy consumption, albeit as a post-compilation process [40].
We therefore seek to investigate whether GI can be used at
the source-code level to minimise energy consumption in a
widely-used piece of software.
In 2014 Petke et al. [37] demonstrated that MiniSAT1 ,
a popular Boolean satisfiability solver (SAT Solver), can
be optimised for execution time, producing a solver 17%
faster than any human-written equivalent for the Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) domain. SAT solvers are
crucial components in many applications [4, Part 2], from
AI planning [24] through to package management [43] and
predicting crosstalk in integrated circuits [9]. Due to this
inherent flexibility [32] and previous success in improving
its non-functional attributes, we shall attempt to improve
MiniSAT’s energy consumption using GI techniques.
We set out to answer the following research questions:

original source code. This development is based on the observation that source code is redundant [14, 28] to the extent
that genetic material necessary to produce an improved result is likely to be contained within the source code itself.
Special cases exist for conditional statements so that predicate expressions can only be replaced or deleted with predicates found in the same type of conditional statement (the
DELETE operation replaces a predicate expression with ’0’
to avoid compilation issues). For example, a while loop (e.g.,
x>5) can only be replaced with the condition of another
while loop (e.g., y==2) and can never be replaced with a
random line found elsewhere in the software (e.g., z=z*2;).
Figure 2 shows how these modifications are represented inside a population of solutions.

RQ2 Do different downstream MiniSAT applications require
different optimisations?
RQ3 Does reduction in energy consumption correlate to reduction in execution time when GI is applied?

OPTIMISING ENERGY CONSUMPTION
WITH GENETIC IMPROVEMENT

#DELETE line 205
<_Solver_205>

We build on an approach to GI first outlined by Langdon and Harman in 2013 [28] and later modified by Petke
et al. in 2013 [36] and again in 2014 [37] for their MiniSAT
experiments. We apply modifications to the fitness function, taking into account energy estimates made by the Intel Power Gadget (see Section 2.4) instead of the number
of lines executed (a metric previously used to optimise for
execution time). We also modify the selection and mutation
procedure in an attempt to tackle the phenomenon of bloat.
As in Petke et al.’s work [36, 37], all modification occurs in
MiniSAT’s Solver.C class which contains the main solving
algorithm.

2.1

#REPLACE if condition in line 154 with if
#condition in line 307
<IF_Solver_154><IF_Solver_307>
#COPY line 299 and insert above line 325
<_Solver_325>+<_Solver_299>
#REMOVE line 56 and REPLACE line 78 with
#line 145
<_Solver_56> <_Solver_78><_Solver_145>
Figure 2: An example population of four solutions.

Program and Genotype Representation

Modification to the software is made at the source code
level. The source code is converted into a customised template format, captured using BNF notation. The BNF notation allows lines to be tagged with discrete markers that
indicate whether a line can be modified or not. Methods,
opening and closing brackets, and initialisation lines are declared unmodifiable in order to reduce the percentage of solutions developed which are uncompilable. Figure 1 shows
an example of the tagging format used in our experiments.
A genotype represents a list of modifications made to this
format that is then translated to its phenotype by applying these modifications to the original source code. The
three modifications permitted are to DELETE, REPLACE
or COPY a line of source code. A DELETE operation removes a line, a REPLACE operation replaces one line with
another and a COPY operation copies a line to another location. All genetic material used is contained within the
1

" if"<IF_Solver_235> " \n"
"(order_heap.empty())"
"{\n"
"" <_Solver_237> "\n"
"next = (-1);"
" break;\n"
"}\n"

Figure 1: A Solver.C snippet converted to our GI format.
Lines starting with “<Solver” are unmodifiable.

RQ1 To what extent can MiniSAT’s energy consumption be
reduced using Genetic Improvement?

2.

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

2.2

Fitness Function, Selection, Crossover and
Mutation

The fitness of a candidate solution is determined by measuring the total energy consumed (see Section 2.4) across all
tests selected from the training set (see Section 2.3) when
using the original unmodified software divided by the energy
consumed by the phenotype across the selected tests. Thus
a fitness greater than 1 indicates a solution that consumes
less energy while a fitness less than 1 indicates a solution
that consumes more energy.
Each selected test case can either be passed or failed. A
test is deemed to have passed when the modified version
categorises a test as satisfiable or unsatisfiable with that
categorisation equal to the categorisation produced by the
original MiniSAT. We thereby use the original code as an
oracle [3] to guide the GI to functionally correct solutions.
When a test is found to have failed, the energy consumption

Available at http://minisat.se/MiniSat.html.
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for that test case is not included in the fitness evaluation
and, instead, an appropriate penalty is applied.
To be selected for the next generation, a solution must
have a fitness of above 0.95, have passed an appropriate
number of the selected test cases, and be in the top 50% of
the population. Crossover is carried out by selecting one parent based on fitness and another chosen randomly from the
selected individuals. Due to the simplicity of the genotype
representation, crossover consists of appending one genotype
to another; producing a new individual. Crossover is carried
out until the population size, after selection, has doubled.
After crossover, mutations are applied to the selected genotypes. Prior investigations have shown GI frameworks such
as this can lead to bloat [28, 37], resulting in effective solutions being encumbered with ineffective mutations. For this
reason elitism has been implemented so that the top 5 solutions in each generation move forward to the next without
mutation. The remaining selected individuals have a 50%
chance of having a mutation applied. Mutations consist of
adding a random DELETE, REPLACE, or COPY modification to the genotype. If the population after crossover
has not met the preset population size, then single, random
mutations are added as entirely new genotypes until the population size is met. The initial generation is seeded in this
manner; a population consisting entirely of single, randomly
chosen, modifications.

clude energy consumed in main memory nor that consumed
during I/O tasks.
Intel Power Gadget uses drivers and libraries to read the
processor’s special energy model-specific registers (MSRs)
over a specified time period. These register readings are
then used to calculate the total energy consumed.
We have built this API into a C++ application that takes
a terminal command as input, estimates the CPU’s energy
usage during command execution, and returns the amount
of energy consumed over this time in Joules. Running MiniSAT against a test case using this program gives us the
energy consumption of MiniSAT for that test case.
When carrying out our experiments we were careful to
avoid running processes that may have caused large variations in energy estimations. All unnecessary background
processes were terminated while experiments were running.
Running the original MiniSAT on a typical test case for
200 iterations, taking energy readings each time, we found a
standard deviation of 5.23% in estimates; a variance within
the limits we deem acceptable for our experiments.

3.

EXPERIMENT SETUP

We modify the main solving algorithm in MiniSAT2-070721
(hereinafter simply referred to as “MiniSAT”). In each experiment the GI framework is run for 20 generations with
a population of 100. Once complete each solution that has
achieved a fitness greater than 1.05 is run against all tests
within the training set to give an overall ranking of the best
solutions based on the total energy consumed. This step
has been included as it was found that many solutions with
a high fitness only performed well on the tests selected for
that generation. The step can be considered a method of determining the “true fitness” of the best solutions, as opposed
to the fitness value given by the GI framework. The top
solution is chosen from this “true fitness” list and declared
the “champion” solution.
The champion solution is then run against the test set
20 times with the energy readings averaged to give a value
which is then compared to the original MiniSAT’s performance against that test set (run 20 times then averaged) to
obtain an overall percentage improvement.
We run three experiments, each specialising MiniSAT for
a different downstream application (see Sections 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3). In practice each experiment simply requires that
we use a different training set (and test set for the final
results).
To answer RQ1 (To what extent can MiniSAT’s energy
consumption be reduced using Genetic Improvement? ) we
observe the energy improvements between the original, unmodified MiniSAT and the champion for each downstream
application. As the champion solution and the original MiniSAT are run 20 times on the test set we are able to determine how statistically significant these results are.
RQ2 (Do different downstream MiniSAT applications require different optimisations? ) is answered by running the
champion solution for each downstream application against
the test sets of the other applications. If a comparable energy reduction is observed when using other test sets then
the modifications applied are general (in the sense they are
improvements across all the downstream applications tested),
however if the energy reductions are significantly smaller,
crashes occur, or timeout events are triggered then the modifications must be specialised in some manner. We also anal-

2.3 Training Set
For each MiniSAT downstream application a training and
test set are constructed, representative of that application’s
use. Within each generation only a small subset of tests
are selected from the training set to evaluate the solutions.
A subset is chosen both to avoid over-fitting and to reduce
execution time. The number of tests is dependent on the
MiniSAT application: four for CIT (see Section 3.1) and
five for Ensemble and AProVE (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
To ensure this selection is representative of the entire training set, a binning system is introduced (originally presented
by Langdon and Harman in 2013 [28]) which decomposes
training set tests into bins based on complexity and type. A
random test from each bin is selected in each generation. For
our experiments we form bins based on execution time and
satisfiability. Bins 1 and 3 contain satisfiable solutions while
bins 2 and 4 contain unsatisfiable solutions. Bins 1 and 2
are examples of tests with small execution times while bins
3 and 4 are tests with larger execution times. If a 5th bin
is present, then it contains both satisfiable and unsatisfiable
solutions that have a larger execution time than those in bins
3 and 4. This test case selection process guarantees that fitness evaluation is always carried out against both satisfiable
and unsatisfiable tests of varying difficulty.

2.4 Estimating Energy Consumption
We estimate the energy consumed in computing these
tests using the Intel Power Gadget API for Mac OS X2
which estimates the energy consumption of 2nd Generation
and higher Intel Core processors. Given MiniSAT’s singledthreaded, CPU-bound nature we believe this method of estimation is suitable for our requirements, however it should
be noted that Intel Power Gadget estimations do not in2
Available at software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-powergadget/.
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yse the modifications made to the software to produce the
champion solutions in an attempt to determine whether any
similarities can be found. Where solutions are found to be
specialised, we investigate why modifications applied to one
champion are less effective (or ineffective) when used on another MiniSAT downstream application.
In order to answer RQ3 (Does reduction in energy consumption correlate to reduction in execution time when GI
is applied? ), we take each experiment champion and measure the total time required to compute all tests within their
respective test set. These times are then compared to the
execution time of the original, unmodified software when
computing the test set to give a percentage improvement of
execution time. This can then be compared to the energy
percentage improvement. If the energy improvements are
comparable to improvements in execution time we can add
weight to the argument the two are related, if not we can
claim this relationship is not valid in all cases. To obtain
a deeper understanding of the time-energy relationship we
also sample random solutions from each experiment (20 from
each experiment, 60 in total) and measure their execution
times and energy consumption estimates on their respective
test sets. Analysing the data we are able to determine how
correlated these readings are.
The following subsections describe the MiniSAT downstream applications we specialise for. We have carefully selected three applications areas we believe are suitably diverse
in real-world or academic usage. For each we describe the
purpose of the downstream application and give a description of the training and test set provided.

3.1

tion time for bins 1 and 2 is 4.21s, the mean execution time
for bins 3 and 4 is 9.89s. The average execution time for Bin
5 is 28.87s. The test set contains 14 tests contain, 4 of which
are satisfiable with an average execution time of 14.23s.

3.3

4.

Specialising for CIT

Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) is a black box
test sampling technique used to test highly configurable software [34]. With highly configurable software, such as database
management systems and architectures like software product lines, testing all configuration combinations is impossible though it remains important to ensure no combination
of configuration variables exist that results in the software
failing. CIT’s role is to produce a test suite which sufficiently covers the configurations while minimising the execution time of such tests. CIT has been successfully translated
and run as a Boolean satisfiability problem [1, 34], though
running these SAT problems is a computationally intensive
task. In 2014 Petke et al. [37] optimised MiniSAT to reduce
the computation time for this domain, we aim to reduce the
energy consumption.
The CIT training set contains 58 tests, 23 of which are
satisfiable, spread evenly over 4 bins. The mean execution
time for bins 1 and 2 is 3.33s, the mean execution time for
bins 3 and 4 is 10.68s. The test set contains 20 tests, 11
of which are satisfiable with an average execution time of
13.07s.

3.2

Specialising for AProVE

AProVE, Automated Program Verification Environment3
[16, 17, 18], is a system for the generation of automated
termination proofs of term rewrite systems. AProVE uses a
Boolean satisfiability solver to determine which paths can or
cannot be reached. Proving termination is a much discussed
area in computer science [6, 12, 15, 31] with SAT solvers
frequently used to aid analysis [10, 13, 39]. In this example
the SAT solver is a component in a much larger application. This distinguishes it from the two other applications
we optimise (where SAT solvers take a central role in problem solving). It serves as a reminder that GI need not be
applied to an entire application but individual components
within an application. Any component, when receiving the
correct training data, can be optimised. Improving the parts
that, in-turn, improve the whole.
The AProVE training set contains 24 tests, 13 of which are
satisfiable, spread evenly over 5 bins. The mean execution
time for bins 1 and 2 is 6.27s while the mean execution time
for bins 3 and 4 is 19.04. The average execution time for
Bin 5 is 25.33s. The test set contains 11 tests, 5 of which
are satisfiable, with an average execution time of 17.83s.

Specialising for Ensemble Computation

Ensemble Computation is the study of an NP-complete
variant of the Boolean circuit problem where one must find
the smallest circuit that satisfies a set of Boolean functions
simultaneously [23]. This problem can be translated into
a satisfiability problem, which MiniSAT can then seek to
solve.
The Ensemble training set contains 25 tests, 12 of which
are satisfiable, spread evenly over 5 bins. The mean execu-

4.1

RQ1: Energy Reduction

Application
CIT
Ensemble
AProVE

Original(J)
3111
2232
3145

Champ(J)
2969
1665
2973

Reduction(%)
4.58
25.39
5.44

Table 1: The original MiniSAT’s total Energy consumption
across all test-set tests compared to the Champion solutions’
energy consumption.
All three experiments produced champion solutions which
out-performed the original MiniSAT, in terms of energy efficiency, for their respective test sets. Table 1 shows the
improvements. The CIT and AProVE champions achieve
modest energy consumption reductions of approximately 5%
while the Ensemble champion achieves 25.39%. Further
analysis of the results has shown that these energy estimations are statistically significant (p<= 0.01) using the
Wilcoxon signed rank test (we found CIT, AProVE, and
Ensemble to have the equal p-values of 3.716 × 10−12 ).
We carried out the Vargha-Delaney-A statistic on all three
experiments and found each to have a score of 1. This score
shows that the energy efficiency of the champion solutions
are entirely superior to the original MiniSAT for their respective application domains. Figure 3 shows box-plots that
visually demonstrate this significant effect size.
3
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we report the results obtained from carrying out the experiments described in Section 3. All three experimental runs, each optimising a different MiniSAT downstream application, completed successfully.

Available at http://aprove.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/

(a) CIT

(b) Ensemble

(c) AProVE

Figure 3: Boxplots of the Champion solutions’ Energy Consumption compared to that of the original MiniSAT

When taking into account that MiniSAT is a relatively
small program and that it is already considered to be quite
efficient (at least in terms of execution time), it is encouraging that a reduction in energy consumption of 25% has been
achieved.

4.2

predicate replaced with a zero through a DELETE operation) in MiniSAT’s pickBranch function. The statement
is used for picking a random variable for assignment and is
called 2% of the time. The condition within the if statement
itself involves running a random number generator which
may be an unnecessary cost for such an under-used piece of
code. It is currently unknown why this modification results
in the solutions performing so poorly on the AProVE and
Ensemble test sets. It is perhaps the case that this rarely
entered if statement does result in significant impacts on
performance for Ensemble and AProVE, to the extent that
it is of benefit for them, but not for CIT.
For the Ensemble application, the application with the
largest reduction in energy, we found the specialisation made
a single modification to a switch statement. A modification
equivalent in outcome to changing MiniSAT’s polarity mode
from polarity_false to polarity_true. This causes the
solver to try an assignment of True instead of False to each
variable that has been picked for branching. It seems that
this polarity mode is of benefit in Ensemble Computation
, however, as previously stated, why these changes produce
measurable gains in performance is not fully understood.
One of the more unexpected, but nonetheless interesting,
observations is that the champion in each experiment has
always been a genotype containing only one modification.
We reject the idea that single modifications are truly optimal. Not only does this run counter to optimal solutions
found in similar experiments [28, 37], the champion solution
found within the AProVE experiment is a general optimisation which could easily be crossed-over with the champions
found for CIT and Ensemble to produce better results for
each. Though mutation, and to a lesser extent crossover, always carries a high risk of producing poor solutions, it may
be the case that our policy of elitism and employing only a
50% mutation rate to reduce this risk, make it more difficult to produce longer, fitter genotypes. Further research is
needed to investigate these possibilities. However we believe
that the results reported here are encouraging and thereby
justify further study.

RQ2: Specialisation differences
CIT
Ensemble
AProVE

On CIT
X
3.56%

On Ensemble
X
3.86%

On AProVE
X
X
-

Table 2: The best solutions’ energy consumption when computing other test-sets. An X indicates a timeout event when
running the test set.
When the champion solution for each application was run
against the test sets for the other two (see Table 2) we found
that both the CIT and Ensemble champions timeout when
attempting to run on the other two test sets (this timeout
is set at 5 minutes per test case, no test set used here exceeds 90 seconds when run on the original MiniSAT). This
indicates that these champions are “specialised” in such a
way that they cannot be generalised as optimisations for all
SAT problem sets. The AProVE champion functions correctly on the other test sets but does not achieve the same
performance improvement as seen when run in AProVE domain. It appears that this may be a general improvement
to MiniSAT unlike the other two solutions.
The AProVE champion solution, already shown to be a
general MiniSAT improvement, is found to be the removal of
an assert statement. Removing assert statements has previously been shown to produce good results for execution
time when optimising MiniSAT [37]. Our experiments show
that the same is true for optimising energy consumption. It
is also easy to understand why such a modification does not
result in specialisation as it will not produce a version of
MiniSAT that is functionally different to the original, unmodified version.
The more interesting results come from the specialisation
cases (CIT and Ensemble). In the CIT solution we find a
mutation that results in a if statement being disabled (the

4.3

RQ3: Energy-Time Relationship

Table 3 shows the reduction in execution time for each
specialisation. When compared to the energy reduction re-
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Application
CIT
Ensemble
AProVE

Unmodified(s)
268
219
280

Champion(s)
261
162
261

Reduction
2.58%
25.89%
6.69%

a reputable hardware manufacturer though questions still
remain over how accurate this API is. The true relationship
between this estimation and the true energy consumption
is unknown. Intel provide no formal documentation on this
API, nor has there been any research into its validity meaning this research has been undertaken on the assumption
the Intel Power Gadget functions within an acceptable degree of accuracy. Furthermore, the gadget is limited to CPU
activity exclusively, therefore results presented here ignore
any potential energy increases occurring elsewhere and limits the findings of this paper to CPU-bound applications.

Table 3: The original MiniSAT’s execution time across all
test-set tests compared to the champion solutions’ execution
times.
sults in Table 1 it can be seen that the values appear to
correlate to the execution time.
To investigate the correlation further we sampled 20 functionally correct solutions from each experiment, and ran
each solution against the entire test set with both energy
estimated and time measured for each test. Figure 4 shows
the data produced from this analysis with each test case’s
energy and time costs plotted. Visually the relationship between energy and time is stark, Table 4 gives the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient for each experiment showing each to
have a very strong energy-time correlation.
Application
CIT
Ensemble
AProVE

N

Correlation

p

1160
457
481

0.988
0.995
0.989

< 2.2 × 10−16
< 2.2 × 10−16
< 2.2 × 10−16

6.

Our results show that optimisation is possible though there
are still questions that must be answered to allow GI for
energy optimisation to move from academia to real-world
developers.
The first and foremost of these questions is how energy
can be measured to capture usage outside of the CPU. This
is of particular importance for mobile applications which
are more likely to use components understood to consume
relatively large quantities of energy such as GPS or WiFi
[35]. Though there has been work in this area [19, 30, 35,
46] it is unknown how effectively these can be integrated
into a the GI framework and therefore further research is
required.
We highlighted in Section 5 that using GI to improve energy efficiency has yet to be applied to larger applications.
Thus we believe future investigations should focus on optimising larger applications for energy consumption in order
to better understand how the techniques presented can be
scaled.
We also believe more work into Genetic Improvement is
required. The genotypes produced in our experiments are
smaller than we believe to be truly optimal. New techniques
require development and testing to ensure the best results
are delivered to the user.

Table 4: The number of Data-Points, the Pearson Correlation Coefficient and p-value for the Energy-Time relationship in each experiment.
These findings show that for CPU-bound processes, such
as MiniSAT, optimising execution time exclusively has the
side effect of producing more energy-efficient solutions (and
vice-versa). This provides further incentive to investigate using execution time as a metric for reducing energy consumption for CPU-bound, single-threaded applications. If energy
consumption and execution time can be bundled into a single metric, developers may find it easier to reduce energy as
methods to reduce program execution time are already well
understood.
Although this result is somewhat expected and unsurprising, the effect has not been demonstrated empirically in the
context of SBSE. We are therefore pleased this work may aid
future research in providing evidence to their claims about
Energy-Time relationships in CPU-bound, single-threaded
applications.

5.

FUTURE WORK

7.

CONCLUSION

We evolved MiniSAT, a popular Boolean satisfiability solver,
to reduce its energy consumption on three applications. We
found that energy efficiency can be improved by as much
as 25%, though this varies greatly depending on the downstream application being optimised. We also discovered GI
is able to find solutions to reduce energy consumption that
would be difficult for human developers to find.
Two of the three champion solutions were found to be
specialised to their respective downstream applications in a
manner that they were no longer applicable to other MiniSAT
downstream applications. This finding adds to the arguments presented in previous research that GI can be used to
specialise solutions for specific environments [27, 37].
Our further investigations into the results produced in our
experiments found that the energy savings corresponded to
decreases in execution time most likely due to the CPUbound nature of the application optimised. The very strong
correlations found provides evidence that for applications
with similar characteristics to MiniSAT (that is CPU bound,
singled threaded, and with limited I/O activity) execution
time and energy consumption may be considered interchangeable metrics.

THREATS TO VALIDITY

It is worthwhile mentioning there exists some threats to
validity for the results produced and the conclusions drawn
within this investigation. The first is the relatively small
area of code optimised (478 lines). Working on such a small
example is essentially reducing the search-space of the application, making it easier to navigate and optimise for. Techniques have been introduced for GI to optimise larger applications [28] but they have only been demonstrated for
execution time optimisation. It is currently unknown how
well these techniques would translate over to optimising for
Energy Consumption.
The Intel Power Gadget has been chosen as a power estimation API for this investigation as it produced estimation
with low variance, is easy to implement, and is supplied by
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(a) CIT

(b) AProVE

(c) Ensemble

Figure 4: Scatterplot of the Energy-Time relationship within the three experiments

8.
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